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We present exact analytic cross sections for all neutralino-neutralino coannihilations into two-body tree
level nal states. These expressions allow the calculation of important contributions to the neutralino relic
abundance over large regions of mSUGRA parameter space and are particularly useful in theories with non-
universal gaugino masses. Dark Matter, Supersymmetric Theories, Coannihilation, Non-universal Gaugino
Masses UCB-PTH-02/41
document Introduction The lightest neutralino is one of the strongest candidates to explain dark matter.
It naturally ts the denition of a weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) and is the lightest supersym-
metric particle in many models in the literature. Furthermore, the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP)
is stable in most viable models involving supersymmetry. These properties allow the neutralino to provide
a signicant fraction of critical density to the universe. Throughout this paper, we assume that the lightest
neutralino is the LSP and that it is the dark matter candidate whose relic density we will be calculating.
Measurements of the dark matter relic density are becoming a powerful constraint on all extensions
of the standard model of particle physics. Recent improvements in these measurements allow dark matter
densities to be even more discriminating dmmeasure. In the most studied extension, mSUGRA, only a
few viable regions of parameter space are left mSUGRA,B-HNelson01. Thus, it is becoming increasingly
important to have accurate calculations of the dark matter density.
In this paper, we present analytic cross sections for all tree level neutralino-neutralino coannihila-
tions Griest:1990kh,Binetruy:1983jf in the MSSM for general neutralinos. Since our calculations allow the
possibility that the two interacting neutralinos are not identical, our results include and generalize previously
published expressions. In an eort to standardize the notation of neutralino cross section calculations, and
for ease of comparison, we closely follow the notation of NRR. We also make no simplifying assumptions
about a given MSSM model beyond neglecting most of the CP-violating phases in the SUSY sector. That
is, we make no additional assumptions about the neutralino, chargino, or sfermion sectors. We also include
all s-channel widths. Thus, these results provide a step forward towards a complete analytic calculation
of the neutralino relic density without using the normal velocity expansion. Additionally, these results are
valid regardless of proximity to resonances and nal state thresholds. However, coannihilations between
the neutralino and a chargino, a neutralino and a sfermion, and two charginos can also be important in
relic density calculations. Results for squared matrix elements involving stau and stop coannihilation can
be found elsewhere in the literature NRR2,Ellis:2001nx,Ellis:1999mm. Complete cross section expressions
involving charginos will be presented by the authors in the future.
The calculated expressions are voluminous. The size of the expressions and the varying conventions
in the literature forbid most direct analytical checks. However, as we have taken steps to follow most
conventions of NRR, we are able to check our answers in the limit of the two initial state neutralinos being
identical. Our results match exactly.
In addition to including the standard neutralino relic density contributions, these expressions also in-
clude contributions which are important when the mass of the next-to-lightest neutralino is approximately
degenerate with the lightest neutralino. In mSUGRA, this occurs in the higgsino-dominated region of
parameter space characterized by large m0 Feng:2000gh. As m0 is increased, the µ parameter eventu-
ally falls, leading to high higgsino content. If m0 is increased even more, it quickly becomes impossible
to achieve correct electroweak symmetry breaking. This diculty in acquiring neutralino mass degener-
acy in mSUGRA is directly related to having universal gaugino masses at the SUSY-breaking scale. In
contrast to mSUGRA, many models in the literature, including models derived from the heterotic string Bi-
netruy:1996nx,Binetruy:1997vr,Gaillard:1999et,Gaillard:1999yb and the Type-I superstring Ibanez:1998rf,
generically have non-universal gaugino masses. Non-universal gaugino masses allow for larger sections of
parameter space where the two lightest neutralinos are almost degenerate. The dark matter prospects of
non-universal gaugino masses have been studied in B-HNelson01, where it was pointed out that such models
compare quite favorably with mSUGRA in terms of both motivation and neutralino relic density.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we review the relic density calculation. Here, again,
we follow the format of NRR, which uses the simplifying work of Gondolo:1990dk,Edsjo:1997bg to motivate
the format of the cross sections. In Section 3 we present the cross section expressions for all tree level
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coannihilations of two neutralinos. These expressions are exact and include integration over the nal state
angular distribution. Since they are exact, they can be used even when the masses of the two neutralinos
are far from degenerate. This allows the expressions to be used for purposes in addition to relic density
calculations. We conclude in Section 4.
Review of the Relic Density Calculation
The calculation of a relic density from thermal considerations is standard KolbTurner. One starts
with a theory that contains a particle expected to have a signicant relic density. One wishes to calculate
the particle’s contribution to the total matter density of the universe, Ωχ = ρχ/ρtot = mχnχ/ρtot. This
number is then compared to the current experimental bounds on a particle’s relic density. The limit for
the dark matter density is generally taken to be 0.1  Ωχh2  0.3 though more aggressive limits have been
promoted dmmeasure.
The initial number density of the neutralino is assumed to be determined because the particle is in
thermal equilibrium. When the particle begins in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings, interactions
that create neutralinos usually happen as frequently as reverse interactions which destroy neutralinos. Once
the temperature drops below T ’ mχ, most particles no longer have sucient energy to create neutralinos.
Now neutralinos can only annihilate, and these annihilations occur until about the time when the Hubble
expansion parameter becomes larger than the annihilation rate, H  Γann. When expansion dwarfs anni-
hilation, neutralinos are being separated apart from each other too quickly for annihilation to be ecient.
This happens at the freeze-out temperature, usually at TF ’ mχ/20.
In most relic density calculations, the only interaction cross sections that need to be calculated are
annihilations of the type χχ ! X where X is any nal state involving only standard model particles.
However, there are scenarios in which other particles in the thermal bath have important eects on the
evolution of the neutralino relic density. Such a particle, called a coannihilator, usually must have direct
interactions with the neutralino and also must be very nearly degenerate in mass. When this occurs, the
neutralino and all relevant coannihilators form a coupled system. In this section, we will denote particles
belonging to that coupled system by χi. Now all interactions involving particles in this coupled system come
into play, including χiχj ! X , χiX ! χjY , and χi ! χjX . Here both X and Y denote states including
standard model particles. Decays once again enter the calculation because the coannihilators are generally
not stable and eventually decay into the lightest neutralino.
The eect of this coupled system on the relic density of neutralinos can best be understood through
a consideration of the freeze-out temperature. Because these coannihilators have essentially the same mass
as the neutralino and share common interactions, they remain in thermal equilibrium for about as long
as the neutralinos. The neutralino can thus interact through more channels with more particles than in
the usual single-species annihilation scenario. This raises the eective annihilation rate, so the determining
equation for freeze-out (H  Γann) is satised at a later time and a lower temperature. The neutralino
is nonrelativistic during freeze-out, so its equilibrium number density is decreasing exponentially with de-
creasing temperature. Since coannihilation keeps the neutralino in equilibrium down to a lower temperature,
the number density at freeze-out is lower. This lowering of the number density is the most relevant eect
of coannihilation Griest:1990kh and can have drastic consequences for the viable parameter space of many
supersymmetric models. In the MSSM, many particles can serve as the coannihilator: the lightest stop,
the lightest stau, any of the other neutralinos, or either of the charginos. The cases of the stop and stau
have been studied extensively in the literature NRR2,Ellis:2001nx,Ellis:1999mm. Here we study the case of
coannihilation between the lightest neutralino and another neutralino, reserving presentation of the results
for coannihilation between the lightest neutralino and a chargino for future work.
For the case without coannihilations, evolution of the particle number density happens in accordance
with the single species Boltzmann equation:
eqnarray dndt = - 3 H n -hσvi
[
n2 − (neq)2
]
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